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Source of the Rare-Earth Element Peak inr-Process Nucleosynthesis
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We use network calculations ofr-process nucleosynthesis to pin down the origin of the peak in th
solarr-process abundance distribution near nuclear mass numberA ø 160. The peak is due to a subtle
interplay of nuclear deformation andb decay, and forms not in the steady phase of ther process, but
only just prior to freeze-out, as the free neutrons rapidly disappear. Its existence should therefore
constrain the conditions under which ther process freezes out. [S0031-9007(97)04032-5]
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The r process is responsible for synthesizing rough
half the heavy nuclei in the solar system [1]. It is wide
believed to occur in type II supernovae, beginning a
time when the density of free neutrons is so high th
neutron capture by nuclei occurs much more rapidly th
nuclear b decay. Under these conditions equilibriu
between neutron capture and photodisintegration [ca
sn, gd-sg, nd equilibrium] establishes itself so that befor
long very neutron-rich isotopes of each element are po
lated with their relative abundances set only by their ne
tron separation energies and partition functions, and
temperature and density of the environment. Towards
end of this “steady” phase of ther process—so called be
cause creation and destruction reactions balance and a
dances change slowly—the neutrons begin to disapp
making sn, gd-sg, nd equilibrium more difficult to main-
tain and causing nuclear abundances to change rap
Eventually the neutron capture and photodisintegration
actions “freeze out,” and the nuclei simplyb decay back
to the stability line to give the finalr-process abundances

The dominant features in the solarr-process abundanc
distribution are large peaks at nuclear mass numb
A ø 80, 130, and195. These form as the nuclear flow
passes through neutron-closed-shell nuclei, which cap
neutrons reluctantly and have long beta-decay lifetim
acting as bottlenecks at which abundances build up. T
mechanism for peak formation has been well understo
for many years [2]. The second most pronounced feat
in the abundance distribution is a smaller but still ve
distinct peak atA ø 160, the region of the rare-earth
elements (REEs). In contrast to the major peaks,
origin has remained something of a mystery since
presence was noted in the first detailed compilations
solar-system abundances [3,4]. In this paper we sh
that the REE peak is due to deformation in nuclei crea
after the steady phase of ther process ends. Previous
r-process studies have usually limited themselves to
steady phase. Thus, although deformation has long b
suspected to play a role in the formation of the REE pe
[2], no compelling connection has been made until now
0031-9007y97y79(10)y1809(4)$10.00
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Nuclei deform when deformation increases stabilit
Up to a point, increasingly neutron-rich isotopes of a
element can thus gain relative stability by increasing th
deformation. At some isotope, however, deformation c
increase no more; the next isotope is then less sta
Because of the sudden drop in binding energy with t
addition of a neutron a deformation maximum can mim
a closed neutron shell. In the early scenario of Ref. [2
the deformation maximum is encountered nearA  160
during the steady phase of ther process, with the drop
in binding energy after the maximum leading to a small
version of the peaks atA  80, 130, and195. Although
this hypothesis was initially plausible, it began to suffe
when nuclear masses far from stability were understo
well enough to carry out real calculations. The work o
Ref. [5], for example, did produce an abundance hump
the REE region, but one that was much broader than
observed peak. In addition, the conditions required
the mechanism of Ref. [2] made otherr-process features
more difficult to reproduce. A second explanation, fir
proposed in Ref. [6] and elaborated on in Ref. [7], is th
the REE peak is produced by mass-asymmetric fission
very heavyr-process nuclei. For a number of reason
however, this idea is no longer compelling either [8].

Despite the lack of a good explanation, recentr-
process simulations [9,10] in the high-entropy neutrin
driven bubble near the surface of a nascent neut
star produced a realistic REE peak. The simulatio
used calculated nuclear properties (far from stability)
which the effects of deformation had been included se
consistently. Furthermore, they were among the first
follow the r process all the way through freeze-out an
did not allow nuclear fission. The success of these fu
blown supernova simulations in forming an REE peak, n
explained in Refs. [9,10], points to the poststeady pha
of the r process and motivates the simpler calculatio
described below that get at the cause of the peak.

A crucial concept for our analysis is ther-process
“path” through the N-Z plane, which we define as
follows: At any given time, for each element with proto
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1809
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numberZ, there is an isotope with maximum abundanc
the collection of all such isotopes defines the path
that time. As long asb-decay rates are much less tha
neutron-capture or disintegration rates and the system
sn, gd-sg, nd equilibrium, the path’s location follows from
the requirement that the average free energy be statio
under the transfer of a neutron from a nucleus to the fr
neutron bath. This in turn means roughly that for eve
Z the isotope with maximum abundance has a neut
separation of

SnsZ, Nmaxd  2kT ln

(
rNAYn

2

√
2p h̄2

mnkT

!3y2)
, (1)

where Nmax is the neutron number of the isotope,T is
the temperature,r is the mass density,NA is Avagadro’s
number,Yn is the abundance of free neutrons per nucle
and mn is the neutron’s mass. Equation (1) shows th
for given T , r, andYn, the equilibrium path always lies
along a contour of constant separation energy.

The high-entropyr-process calculations of Refs. [9,10
alluded to above were performed within the context of d
tailed supernova simulations. To get a clear picture
the dynamics of ther-process path, here we simply pa
rametrize the dependence of temperature on time (w
r ~ T3 and assuming a simple constant outflow velo
ity [11]) to roughly match the results of the more comp
cated calculations. We then solve the network differen
equations (described in Ref. [1]) that determine the ti
development of nucleosynthesis. The inputs, besides
temperature and density, are the initial mass fractions
neutrons and preexisting “seed” nuclei, and calculated n
tron capture rates [1], neutron separation energies [12],
b-decay rates [12]. The seed nuclei quickly come in
sn, gd-sg, nd equilibrium and then undergo the usualb-
decay and neutron-capture sequence. We run the s
lations through freeze-out until only stable nuclei rema
The treatment is fully dynamical in that neutron captu
and photodisintegration continue to compete withb de-
cay throughout the entire process, even when equi
rium no longer obtains. In the more detailed superno
simulations, the high-entropyr process occurs over sev
eral seconds, and manyr-process components combin
to give the final abundance distribution (see, e.g., Fig.
of Ref. [10]). The calculations presented here treat j
the components with the highest initial neutronyseed nu-
cleus ratios, because they are responsible for the REE p
These components are also responsible for the large p
at A ø 195 in the more detailed simulations. In fact, n
matter what the precise conditions in the supernova, vi
ally any high-entropyr-process component that produc
theA  195 peak with sufficient abundance and in the co
rect location also makes a REE peak [11] if freeze-ou
treated dynamically.

A sample set ofr-process abundances resulting fro
our calculations appear in Fig. 1(a) alongside the m
sured solar-system abundances. In this run the initial s
nucleus was70Fe and the initial value ofR, the ratio
1810
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FIG. 1. Calculated (line) and measured (crosses) solarr-
process abundances. (a) shows the final calculated abunda
and (b) the calculated abundances before freeze-out, while
r process is in the steady phase.

of the abundance of free nucleons to that of nuclei w
57, implying that a seed captured on average 57 neutr
over the duration of ther process. The trough in the cal
culations just above the peak atN ø 82 (A ø 130) can
be largely filled in by another component with slightl
different temperature and neutron density. What is i
portant is the presence of a REE peak at approxima
the correct location and with the correct width. No sig
of this peak exists during the steady phase of ther
process [Fig. 1(b)]. It forms only afterR falls below
about 1, when steadyb flow is destroyed and the path
begins to move towards stability. The peak appears
der a wide range of initial temperatures, densities, a
neutronyseed ratios, as well as changes by factors o
or more in all calculatedb-decay rates, provided only
that freeze-out is prompted by the capture of nearly
free neutrons rather than a sudden drop in overall d
sity and temperature, as is sometimes assumed. The
mary reason, surprisingly, is that if the temperature a
density do not change precipitously ther process stays
in approximatesn, gd-sg, nd equilibrium even after steady
flow fails. Only whenR has fallen by many orders o
magnitude doesb decay completely dominate the othe
reactions and destroy the remnants ofsn, gd-sg, nd equi-
librium. As a result, the path continues for some tim
to lie roughly along contours of constant neutron sep
ration energy as it moves towards stability. It is durin
this time that the REE peak forms.

Figure 2 illustrates the persistence of approxima
sn, gd-sg, nd equilibrium; it shows the path betwee
N  82 and126 at three times during a 0.25-sec interv
just after the steady phase ends. During this period,
indicated by the inset of Fig. 2,R (or Yn) drops dramati-
cally (the diamonds mark the three times at which t
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FIG. 2. Ther-process path betweenN  82 and126 at three
times during a 0.25-sec interval early in the decay to stabil
The shaded squares are the actual paths, the lightest corres
ing to the latest time, and the diamonds the equilibrium pa
defined at the same times by Eq. (1). The lines are contour
constant separation energy in MeV. The inset shows the n
tron abundance per nucleon over this interval, with the th
times at which the path is depicted indicated by diamonds.

path is plotted), whileT and r change slowly, with the
net result according to Eq. (1) that the path moves b
towards more stable nuclei with higher neutron separat
energies. The dark squares in the large figure are
paths as defined above, with the upper set correspon
to the later time. The open diamonds indicate t
“equilibrium paths,” i.e., those that would obtain if th
system were in truesn, gd-sg, nd equilibrium according to
Eq. (1). Contours of constant neutron separation ene
for the even N nuclei are overlaid. The actual an
equilibrium paths indeed differ very little well after th
end of the steady phase. Eventually (and importantly)
the figure shows, a “kink” in the separation energies
N ø 104 is intercepted and imposes itself on the path.

Large kinks in the path are the underlying cau
of the abundance peaks at the neutron closed sh
mentioned above. Because the neutrons in all these nu
are strongly bound the path turns sharply up towa
stability when a closed shell is reached, producing
concentration of populated isotopes close together inA
with relatively longb-decay lifetimes. The early steady
phase explanation of the REE peak in Ref. [2] is
variation on the same theme. In our simulations, howev
the REE peak does not form in exactly this way, ev
though it is clearly associated with theN ø 104 kink,
which in turn is clearly due [12] to the deformatio
maximum postulated in Ref. [2]. The nuclei at th
top of the kink, and thus closer to stability, do hav
moderately slowerb-decay rates than those along th
path immediately below, but neither this fact nor th
proximity of the kink nuclei to one another along the pa
account entirely for the pronounced REE peak. Anoth
mechanism, relying on the motion of the path towar
stability after the failure of steady flow, is also at work.
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FIG. 3. Contours of constant neutron separation energy
MeV (solid lines) and constantb-decay rates in s21 (dashed
lines). The inset is a schematic of two such contours, with t
arrows depicting the flow of nuclei into the region containin
the separation-energy kink.

Once steady flow ceases,Yn falls rapidly compared
to the rate of decline in temperature and density. B
Eq. (1) then, the path moves quickly towards stability at
rate governed by the averageb-decay lifetime for nuclei
lying on the path. During the interval when the path run
through the kink, this average rate is typically the rate of
nucleus in the kink itself. Below the kink, as illustrated i
the center of Fig. 3, the nuclei along the path are farth
from stability and therefore decay faster than averag
i.e., before the average separation energy has chan
enough to move the equilibrium path in their vicinity. In
an attempt to return to the path and stay in equilibrium
these nuclei then capture neutrons, increasing their va
of A. The nuclei above the kink, by contrast, decay mo
slowly than average, and in general will not do so befo
the equilibrium path at their location has moved. When
does move, these nuclei, whose thermodynamic impe
is also to remain in equilibrium at the average separati
energy, photodisintegrate so that their mass numberA is
lowered. In fact, it is these disintegrating nuclei abov
the kink that supply in part the neutrons for capture b
b-decaying nuclei below the kink. The net result, show
with arrows in the inset in Fig. 3, is a funneling of nucle
into the kink region as the path moves toward stability.

To show that this mechanism is both simple and robu
we ran a simulation with our own simplified and easil
varied nuclear properties. We obtained binding energ
from a simple semiempirical mass formula ([13]) andb-
decay lifetimes by fitting those of Ref. [12] with a func
tion of the formT1y2  aQa , whereQ is the difference
in binding energies between the parent and daughter a
the best fit was obtained witha  250 and a  23.80.
We assumed neutron capture rates, the details of wh
are irrelevant, to have an exponential dependence on se
ration energy, reflecting their dependence on the lev
density in the compound nucleus formed by capture. W
started the simulation at the end of the steady phase
1811
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FIG. 4. Abundances on a linear scale nearA  160 in the
simplified model (see text). (a) is with smooth separatio
energy contours, (b) with a kink in the contours, and (c) wi
constantb-decay rates along each kinked contour. The cross
are the appropriately scaled solar abundances.

ther process, with abundances along the equilibrium pa
betweenN  82 and N  126 taken to be identically
normalized Gaussian curves of width 1.05 centered
eachZ at the values ofNmax produced by our more rea-
listic model. These conditions produced a flat fin
abundance curve, shown in Fig. 4(a) alongside t
(appropriately scaled) solar abundances. When we
troduced a kink into the separation energies atN  104,
adjusting the capture andb-decay rates to reflect the
new bindings, a REE peak matching that in the sola
abundance curve formed [Fig. 4(b)]. But when w
modified theb-decay rates to be constant along curve
of constant separation energy, destroying theb-decay-
induced dynamic described above, the peak shrank b
factor of about 2 relative to the surrounding abundan
level [Fig. 4(c)]. This smaller peak therefore represen
the effects of the concentration of points along the pa
and the slight increase inb-decay lifetimes at the top
of the kink. These factors alone are clearly not enou
to produce the entire REE peak. If, among other pos
bilities, the steadyr-process path runs through the kink
as postulated in Ref. [2], the peak will not fully form
We conclude that although this peak is indeed due to
deformation maximum in the region, it forms onlyafter
the steady phase of ther process ends.
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If our argument is correct, the existence of the pe
has important consequences both for the supernova
cleosynthesis and for the nuclear physics of neutron-ri
nuclei. First, it means that ther-process path must be
moving back towards stability when freeze-out occur
This can happen only if freeze-out is prompted by th
exhaustion of free neutrons. If the freeze-out of a hig
entropy (r ~ T3) r process is instead prompted by a rap
drop in the temperature, the path will always move aw
from stability towards nuclei with very low neutron sepa
ration energy, and no REE peak will form. This fac
argues against models in which the expansion of ther-
process region is so fast that freeze-out occurs before
neutrons have all been captured. Second, regarding
clear structure, the peak confirms the predicted deform
tion of neutron-rich rare-earth nuclei. We expect futu
work on formation of the REE peak to yield other impor
tant insights.
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